Did you know that some of your neighbors have been recruited into a secret “Murder-for-profit” Club?

To justify their existence, Homeland Security / Fusion Centers in each state recruit low-life civilians into a secret, unconstitutional army of vigilantes that harass, harm, and murder for money.

These innocent, unsuspecting victims are loaded onto the fraud Terrorist Watch List to bloat the numbers of threats to the community, in order to increase Fusion Center funding. Slander is used to hate/fear monger.

Fusion Centers pay civilian thugs to identify vulnerable people, older, alone, or people with assets someone else wants, or who wealthy, powerful, or influential people find “inconvenient” and want neutralized or “snuffed out”.

A main Fusion Center takes the contract hit, constructs a (“parallel construction”) dossier or list of non-existent, fabricated crimes on the person, then sends it out to the appropriate Fusion Centers as the fraudulent basis for illegal persecution and criminal harassment and torture of that person until he/she is dead. (Older women targets are preferred since they are more vulnerable and helpless to these bullies and human predators.)

Tax money from the fraud Department of Homeland Security is funneled through the Lockheed Martin corporation in the form of gift cards, services, products, paid vacations, home renovations, etc. depending on the level of harassment conducted by the neighborhood mercenary thug traitors involved. These thugs are lied to that their (war) crimes are sanctioned and they cannot be arrested and prosecuted for crimes against humanity.

President Trump has secretly expanded the authority of the National Guard to arrest crooked Federal employees, Fusion Center and law enforcement employees, and their civilian thug Infagard armies as traitors under military law. Limited martial law will be invoked to arrest them and seize their assets. Then they will be tried and most executed under military law.